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TIP, TOOL,
TRICK &
TECHNIQUE

DESCRIPTION/
PURPOSE/
METHOD

SOURCES

Hair Mister

Use to get a fine mist
of H2O or starch when
pressing

Sally Beauty Supply

“The Binding
Tool”

Clever tool to easily
end binding

Amazon

PRICE

PRESENTER

Linda Itoh

$11.57

Coco Beland

Batting Scraps
on your Swiffer

Use up scraps of
batting as a Swiffer
cloth. Save money!
Recycle!

Your stash!

Free!

Fatima Lucas

Creative Grids
“Folded Corner
Clipper”

Uses: ½ square
triangles, bindings,
snowball blocks, flying
geese, borders

Silver Thimble

Around
$15.50

Donna Gollehon

YouTube Videos

They have videos for
Creative Grid products,
as well as many other
instructional videos

YouTube

NA

Donna Gollehon

Book, “Color
Play” by Joen
Wolfrom

Great reference book
on color

Amazon

$24-28

Marilyn Kennelly

“Ultimate 3-in-1
Color Tool” by
Joen Wolfrom

Great to take along
while shopping

Amazon

$15-17

Marilyn Kennelly

Photo above

Fiskars “Rotary
Cutter & Ruler
Combo”;
#195130-1001
Schmetz ABC
Pocket Guide
(available as
baggage tag
also)

All in one ruler and
blade; cuts through
multiple fabric layers
easily
Quick reference to
know the size needle
you have, using the
color coding.

JoAnns; Amazon

$47 at stores;
$34 Amazon

Marilyn Kennelly

From Schmetz company

NA

Marilyn Kennelly

“The Cutting
Gizmo”

Cut chain piecing apart
more quickly

www.thegypsyquilter.com $12.89
Amazon

Margit O’Leary

BOHN Ultra fine
glass head pins

Pins 1 3/8” made from
piano wire, bendable,
slide easily

Amazon

$17.50

Margit O’Leary

Dritz ¼” masking
tape; quilters’
tape

Use ¼” tape on your
finger/thumb to guide
stitch line during hand
stitching

JoAnns Fabric

$5.59 online;
Reg. $7.99

Margit O’Leary

“Wooly Felted
Wonder
Clapper”

Used for getting your
seams super flat and
pressing seams open

Silver Thimble

$30-$45

Ashlee Doyle

Quilt Scrapbook

Helps to remember the
projects done with
inclusion of fabric
used, photo of
recipient(s), selvage
strips with the fabric
info, etc

Michaels has the best
selection of scrapbook
supplies

Varies,
depends on #
of pages

Deb Larson

Binding –
Storage for
completed
binding

Keep these prepped
bindings in a special
storage box until
needed for completing
the quilt

JoAnns, Michaels

“Wind It and
Bind It” Tool

Great tool to store and
use to help when
binding your quilt – NO
tangles!

Quiltingshouldbeefun
@comcast.com

$13.95;
Extra spools
$2.50 each

Naomi Stewart

Faux piping
binding

When ironing faux
piping binding: starch
well; then fold to
“piping” side. Pin well
to wool mat; then
press. The pins will
hold the fold
positioning, eliminating
steaming/burning your
fingers!

NA

NA

Naomi Stewart

Naomi Stewart

Repurpose
plastic dividers
and covers from
Date Books

Pin Cushion
made from a
Lavender Sachet

Bobbin Thread
Tamer

“Dye-Na-Flow”
Fabric Paint

Add plastic to bottom
of a pin cushion to
prevent pins going
through the cushion.
Also adds some
stability to the pin
cushion. Could be
used in other ways as a
stabilizer.
When I got some
applique pins I needed
a separate pin cushion.
I repurposed a
Lavender Sachet gift.
Lovely - as the scent is
released when the pins
are inserted!

NA

$0.00!

Small cost,
only if not
Or you could sew a square repurposing.
and fill with lavender.

Peg Ziegler

Plastic tubing from
Plumber Dept. Cut a
length about ¼” wide.
Snip through the
tubing circle, so it can
open up. Open it and
place it around your
bobbin to keep the
thread from
unspooling
Use to dye fabric;
either a single color or
tie-dye using various
methods. Create a
watercolor effect by
wetting the fabric first
and then applying
paint with a brush. For
a batik effect, use
resist liquid and paint
over the design.

Local resource

$5.00 or so –
for more than
you can use!

Catherine Hogan
Kalmanson

Amazon

$60 for kit of
50 paints,
resists and
other tools

Leslie Smail

Repurposed sachet.

Peg Ziegler

Photo of your
proposed block
layout, taken
with your smart
phone or
camera. Then
edit the photo to
Black&White or
Gray scale.
Craftsman Tool
Tote

Purpose: to allow your
eye to see your layout
in terms of contrast
and scale, not color; to
see the entire quilt at
one time.
You can see if you have
balance across the
entire quilt.
For storage of your
many needed quilting
tools and accessories.
Use at home. As well, t
is ready to go – to take
to Sew Day or Retreat

NA

$0.00 if you
have a smart
phone or
digital camera

Mary Bushing

Ace Hardware

$15.00

Ranie Wheeler

Spiral Binding of
a favorite book

The book is changed
from a regular binding
to a spiral binding.
This allows the book to
lay flat for ease in use.
Use this to search for
and pick up pins,
needles, etc. from the
floor, carpet.

UPS store (Belgrade)

$5.00-6.00

Ranie Wheeler

Harbor Freight

$10 +/-

Ranie Wheeler

Use to keep pins,
needles, machine feet,
etc, in

Harbor Freight

$10.00 +/-

Ranie Wheeler

Extendable
wand with a
magnet

Magnetic Bowl

“IT’S SEW EMMA
Oh Sew!
Organized Stash
n Store”
Organizer

Keep all the small tools
together in an upright
position; tools not lying
down and getting
hidden or lost!

Silver Thimble

$11.60
Mini: $9.60

Mary Jo Lusin

Numbered pins; Pins with heads
“Marilees” brand numbered 1-20. Keep
your rows and/or
columns organized.
(Another option that is
available is pins with
the alphabet letters on
them. Same purpose)

The Quilt Show store,
online

$25.00

Mary Jo Lusin

Book. “The
Complete Guide
to Quilting”

Amazon

$15.00

Mary Jo Lusin

Resource used
extensively by several
experienced quilting
friends. New for me!

Oliso Brand Iron,
TG1600

Pressing Stick

Many wonderful
features:
*1800 watts of power.
*Auto Shut Off after 30
minutes.
*ITouch – iron can be
left plate-down when
not in use; provides
ergonomic relief for
one’s wrist, not having
to set the iron up on
end after each use.
*Extra-long cord, 120”!
Similar to the “Wooly
Felted Wonder
Clapper”, as above, but
without the clapper
base. A great way to
get good pressing of
your seams, either
pressed to one side or
pressed open.

Silver Thimble; online

$169- ???
depending on
source

a.Local Quilt stores.
b.Home-made, with the
half-dowel, covered with
a sleeve of wool.
*FYI-Carol Jo Wood has
the wood dowel; cut into
12” & 18” lengths.
Contact her to purchase.

a.$9/12+retail. Mary Jo Lusin
*$5.00 to
purchase from
Carol Jo; does
not include
wool to cover;
You provide
wool.

Mary Jo Lusin

